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Welcome Letter from the Secretary-General 
Dear prospective Delegates and honorable members of the Secretariat,  

It is my sincere honor and pleasure to welcome you to the first edition of Alma Model United                  
Nations 2016 powered by UNLab, taking place during October 26th - 29th in Bologna, Italy.               
Organizing a MUN at the University of Bologna is particularly meaningful for various             
reasons. Our Alma Mater Studiorum established in 1088 is the most ancient university of the               
Western world and, on a more personal level, the conference will mark the achievement of               
the principal aim for which, as first year students, we decided to create AlmaMUN Society.               
That is to enable the flourishing of the MUN community in Italy and to share the values and                  
the work of the United Nations among young students. For this first edition, we will gather                
around 150 passionate young people, both university and high school students, simulating            
four principal organs of the UN, in particular: the United Nations Security Council (UNSC),              
the International Court of Justice (ICJ), the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) at             
university level and the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) at high school level. Our              
objective for the MUN conference is that participants realize how important cooperation is in              
such an interconnected world and that the UN is the only international forum where the most                
pressing issues of the international community can be discussed involving all relevant actors.             
Besides, we want to go further in making you, delegates, reflect on how youth can be part of                  
the solution to international issues given the many new ways for involving young people in               
the decision-making process at all levels. For these reasons, this year’s general topic is              
“Youth Reshaping Institutions: new rights for global challenges”. Such topic is           
unprecedented because you will not only explore international issues wearing the shoes of             
diplomats and looking at the new emerging rights, but you are asked to explore how youth                
can be more involved in decision making processes in order to reshape public institutions and               
organizations.  

Hence, we encourage you to see yourself not only as stakeholders to consult, but to engage in                 
your role as of drivers of change. 

We are looking forward to seeing you at work during the conference. 

I send to you my kindest regards,  

 

Giuseppina De Marco  

Secretary-General AlmaMUN 2016 
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Letter from the Chairs 
 
«More than ever before in human history, we share a common destiny. We can master it only                 
if we face it together. And that, my friends, is why we have the United Nations» – former                  
Secretary-General Kofi Annan 
 
«It is economic power that determines political power, and governments become the political             
functionaries of economic power»  – José Saramago 
«Greetings, loved ones. Let’s take a journey»  – Snoop Dogg 
 
(To be honest, of all the quotes you will see in this study guide, we are really feeling this last                    
one.) 
Welcome to the Economic and Social Committee, delegates! If you’re reading this, it most              
probably means that we will be spending four days locked in a room together. Doesn’t that                
sound exciting? *awkward, creepy giggle* 

This AlmaMUN’s ECOSOC is brought to you by the         
world-famous, stadium-filling, crowd favorite Iberian     
twin team (disclaimer: not actual twins/related at all).        
To your left, Fernando Gutiérrez Ladrón de Guevara        
hails from Madrid, Spain, and to your right, Matilde de          
Bivar Cruz comes from Lisbon, Portugal. Both are        
citizens of the world, children of globalisation, top 10         
in the Hottest Europeans Under 21 list that we just          
made up and low-key MUN lovers, and they are here to           
answer each and every one of your questions and to          
make sure this experience is as enjoyable for you as it           
will certainly be for them. 
  

First of all, we would like to thank you for choosing           
ECOSOC, and thus choosing to live the first ever AlmaMUN          
with us. This committee is traditionally considered to be for          
«beginners», the perfect setting for you to let go of your           
public speaking fears and get started in MUNs, so you will           
encounter a much less tense atmosphere than in expert         
committees such as the Security Council –and rumour has it          
that everyone is nicer, though we cannot promise anything. 

We could tell you more… but we won’t. Let’s indulge in the            
mystery until we can finally shake hands, shall we? We hope           
that you have a lot to say about the topics and that you feel at               
home in our dear ECOSOC. Ask us any questions you have, and happy MUNing!  
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Introduction to the topic: ECOSOC within the       
United Nations 
 

«While the Security Council exists primarily for settling conflicts […] the Economic and             
Social Council exists primarily to eliminate the causes of conflicts.» – Former            
Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjöld 

 

Established in 1945 as one of the six main organs of the United Nations, the Economic and                 
Social Council (ECOSOC) is a platform for debate to foster sustainable development through             
a three-pronged approach that encompasses economic, social and environmental concerns. 

Its functions and powers, as established by Chapter X of the UN Charter, allow it to «make or                  
initiate studies and reports with respect to international economic, social, cultural,           
educational, health, and related matters and [to] make recommendations with respect to any             
such matters to the General Assembly to the Members of the United Nations, and to the                
specialized agencies concerned».1 

It has a coordination role with respect to a number of UN entities that comprise it and which                  
together work to accomplish its main objective of sustainable development through concerted            
action. These entities include Functional Commissions dealing with intergovernmental         
discussions of global issues, Regional Commissions for economic and social issues, Standing            
Committees , and other expert bodies, specialized agencies, programs and funds.  

The Council has a Bureau with a one-year mandate to decide on its agenda and work                
program, composed of a president and four vice-presidents. It holds an organizational session             
and one substantive session a year, with the possibility of convening additional special             
sessions2. Membership of the Council is limited to 54 Members of the United Nations elected               
for a 3-year term by the General Assembly based on geographical representation.  
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Topic A: The role of Middle East and North         
African (MENA) youth in fostering economic      
development  

Introduction to the topic 

One of the most pressing development issues facing countries in the Middle East and North               
Africa (MENA) is the provision of opportunities for inclusion of its youth, who make up               
nearly 30% of the population in the region, one of the most youthful in the world45.  

Often described as a demographic gift , they represent an enormous potential for economic             
development if given the opportunity to get education, gainful employment and the            
appropriate inclusion of their aspirations in the development of policies. The MENA youth             
voiced their frustrations during the Arab Spring but many of their demands still need to be                
met.  

Unemployment, poor-quality education, difficulty in forming a family, lack of access to             
credit, and a deficit in civic participation are some of the obstacles that stand in the way of                  
turning 200 million bright minds into a force for development and prosperity.           

 

Situation and the main issues 

Sustainable development requires the involvement and active participation of all members of            
society. However, due to its dynamism and potential, youth plays a pivotal role in such               
process. Currently 54% of the population of the Arab region is under the age of 25.3 
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The Middle East and North Africa region faces a scenario of double dividend or double               
jeopard 4: the simultaneous and unprecedented economic and demographic booms of the last            
decades represent both a blessing and a threat, if not properly handled. As a matter of fact,                 
economic performance has been sustained in the past 30 years for both oil and non-oil               
producing countries5, and the sustained population growth translated into a youth bulge , a             
pool of human capital with the potential to function as an economic growth and development               
as a driver of economic growth and development. Failure to take advantage of the confluence               
of these two historic gifts will result in a two-faced hazard, a vicious cycle of growth                
destruction propelled by social exclusion of youth. According to recent World Bank reports,             
growth trends are stagnating 6. 

In order to prevent this, the right policies and a reform of the economic and social institutions                 
behind them must be enacted to support youth. This would hence ensure that the most serious                
issues facing MENA youth are addressed. According to the Director of UNDP Iraq Paolo              
Lembo an Arab resurgence is possible if only the energy of the region’s youth is marshalled                
to turn the region’s challenges into opportunities 7 

Unemployment 

The Arab region has had a sustained pattern of increase in the working-age population in the                
last half century, expected to continue due to the slow onset of the decline in fertility rates.                 
The working-age population is expected to peak at 66% of the total population in 2040.               
Consequently, the region also has one of highest rates of growth of the labor force in the                 
world8. Even though employment has been growing at the second-highest rate among            
developing regions, it is outpaced by population growth, which results in one of the highest               
unemployment rates in the world. This problem affects young people especially.           
Unemployment rates among 15-24-year-olds reached 24% in 2005-2011, double the world           
average. 

The difficult transition from school to work is seen as one of the main factors driving this                 
very high unemployment rate among youth9. Educational attainment does not translate into            
employability, as unemployment is also a concern of many university graduates10. The long             
waiting stage between school and employment reflects a mismatch between expectations and            
the quality of jobs available. 

The informal sector and unpaid family work, despite offering little job security, are often the               
only escape route, particularly for low-income youth. Nevertheless, middle class youth are            
those whose employment prospects are bleaker, given that they can wait longer for better              
opportunities but lack the resources and connections of wealthier ones. Youth unemployment            
in MENA countries is also severely gender-biased: only 2 out of every 10 working age               
women have jobs, whereas this figure rises to 7 out of 10 for working age men, reflecting not                  
just the decision not to work, but also a stark difficulty in accessing the job market (Ibidem). 
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Education 

Investment in education is a definite priority for MENA governments, who devote on average              
5.3% of GDP to it. This has helped quadruple the average level of schooling since 1960, with                 
almost universal primary education and secondary education enrollment rates close to 70%.            
Moreover, illiteracy has been halved since 1980 and an almost complete gender parity has              
been achieved for primary education. There is even a slight reverse gender gap when it               
comes to test performance, with girls achieving better results than boys11.  

However, many challenges persist. The weighted average adult literacy rate was only 72.9%             
between 2005-2010 and data referring to those years indicate children receive just 5.9 years              
of schooling on average12. The greatest concern is the quality of education, which is below               
international standards: children do not learn enough or acquire the necessary skills, even             
though parents invest in private tutoring to complement school education13.  

There is also a widespread mismatch between the skills required by the job market and those                
taught in schools, which results in inadequate labor force skills. Graduates are not equipped              
with the range and quality of skills demanded by a modern, productive, market-based, and              
internationally competitive economy.14  

Family 

The UN recognizes the importance of creating a conducive environment to strengthen and             
support all families. 15  

In the Middle East and North Africa, the transition to adulthood is marked by the important                
milestones of marriage and family formation, which bear greater importance with respect to             
western societies.With the average age of marriage on the rise in most Middle Eastern              
countries, youth are more dependent on their parents.16 Due to the established and             
slow-changing societal and religious values that prohibit unmarried relationships, youth stay           
in a limbo, a waithood, which excludes them from adult life and full participation in society.17 

Economic hardship preventing young Middle Eastern men from being able to pay for a dowry               
and support a household causes marriages to be delayed or cancelled. The delay in family               
formation has also a lot to do with the demographic transition, the greater participation of               
women in the labor force and education, changing gender norms, or globalization. 18  

As a matter of fact, difficulty in obtaining loans is a widespread concern among young people                
in the Middle East and North Africa due to lack of collateral, job income, or reputation                
capital.19 This limits their ability to develop individual businesses and to acquire a home.  
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Health 

 
Youth in the Arab region are vulnerable to tobacco use, the lack of access to sexual health,                 
substance abuse, nutrition-related problems, mental and psychological health issues.20 

Many of these problems can be prevented through adequate education, but are instead             
heightened by conservative views on sexuality and lack of access to information. Since 2001              
the number of new HIV infections has risen by 50% in the region, turning into the most rapid                  
increase globally, despite the fact that prevalence amongst young people in the region             
remains low (0.1% in 2014).21 

Civic participation  

Youth are brought up in social and cultural environments where democratic practices and             
principles are not fully interiorized. The failure to protect core values such as freedom of               
thought and expression impede the full exercise of broader political rights. 

The lacunae in the institutional setups that provide youth with the modalities and channels to               
discuss and deliberate answers to their concerns, solutions to their problems, articulation of             
their expectations and pursuit of their future needs 22 results in alienation and lack of faith in                
the political system. The Arab Spring showed that youth in MENA countries want to have a                
say in their future. What stops them from doing so is the lack of formal means and                 
institutions for the expression of their political voice and aspirations.23 Their level of             
participation in the 2011 uprisings does not compare with their engagement with traditional             
forms of political participation, which remains very low. Disillusionment, disappointment          
with the existing structures and unwillingness to affiliate themselves with it result in youth              
not being tied to the institutions with political weight.24 

Given that youth make up a sizeable share of the population in the MENA region, it is only                  
logic that they should have a significant presence in the political process, as candidates,              
observers of election integrity or voters. The continuation of the ongoing democratic            
transition in the region depends upon youth becoming politically active and engaging them in              
the transition phase .25 

 

Legal basis 
● Concept Note ECOSOC Youth Forum 2016's Arab Region Breakout Session26 

The ECOSOC Youth Forum 2016 took place at the UN Headquarters on 2 February              
2015. The concept of its Arab Region Breakout Session outlines the main challenges             
facing youth in MENA countries, providing a background for discussion. 
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● GA Resolution 68/130: Policies and programmes involving youth27 
Approved on December 18, 2013, General Assembly resolution 68/130 recognizes          
that youth participation is important for development, and urges Member States and            
entities of the United Nations system, in consultation with youth-led organizations, to            
explore new avenues to promote full, effective, structured and sustainable          
participation of young people and youth-led organizations in relevant         
decision-making processes . 

 
● ECOSOC Resolution 2014/5: Promoting empowerment of people in achieving         

poverty eradication, social integration and full employment and decent work for           
all28  
The main focus of this resolution is the creation of a society for all by fostering the                 
participation of groups often excluded from development, minorities and vulnerable          
people, among which youth. It recognizes the need to improve opportunities for young             
people to gain access to productive employment and decent work [and] to facilitate             
the participation of young people in labor markets, in accordance with international            
rules and commitments . 

 
● Amman Youth Declaration on Youth, Peace and Security29 

One of the four actions points established by the Global Forum on Youth Peace and               
Security in 2015 is Young People’s Socio-Economic Empowerment , aimed at tackling           
young people's limited access to social and economic opportunities, which contribute           
to economic isolation, political disillusionment and social unrest . In order that           
development may take place, peace must be secured and youth must be considered an              
ongoing stake in society . 

 
● 2015 Arab Human Development Report 

It is currently under elaboration by United Nations Development Programme          
(UNDP)with the collaboration of a youth consultative group. The previous 2009           
report offers some insights about the development issues facing the MENA region,            
namely the role of youth. 

 

Initiatives to tackle the issue until present the date 

● Regional Framework of Joint Strategic Actions for Young People 2016 – 2017 in             
the Arab States / Middle East and North Africa Region 

The members of the Regional United Nations Development Group (r/UNDG)          
Inter-Agency Technical Task Team on Young People (IATTTYP) has made a           
collectively agreed compilation of key strategic priorities and actions responding to           
the needs of young people 30 in the region. Several UN agencies, among which the              
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and UNICEF, will come together          
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to address these needs during these two years, in the context of the Sustainable              
Development Goals. 

It hopes to contribute to fulfilling their human rights and enable them to develop their               
capacities – physical, psychological, spiritual, social, emotional, cognitive and         
cultural – within a safe and supportive environment through an intervention with the             
participatory engagement of the community that emphasizes skills building and          
experiential learning. 

● Middle East Youth Initiative 

The Wolfensohn Center for Development at Brookings and the Dubai School of            
Government came together in 2006 to found the Middle East Youth Initiative 31, aimed             
at providing research to support effective policies for youth in the region by looking at               
the socio-economic constraints and the best ways of tackling them. 

Until 2012, it functioned both as a hub of knowledge and ideas, and as a catalyst for                 
action through strategic relationships with policymakers, youth-serving organizations        
and the private sector. 

● Emerging Leaders of the Arab Region Project44 

The United Nations Democracy Fund has given a grant of 200,000 USD to the World               
Youth Alliance Middle East to fund a 2-year project to train and develop the              
capacities of 620 potential young leaders in five Arab countries: Lebanon, Jordan,            
UAE, Morocco and Tunisia. 

It is focused on three main topics: human dignity and human rights; freedom and              
democracy; and civic engagement and leadership skill. 

● The AMAL Program: “hope” for unemployed youth in the MENA region 

The AMAL Program (Arabic for “Hope”), the first large-scale publicly financed           
comprehensive youth program in the region, was implemented by the government of            
Tunisia in 2011 with the support of the World Bank through the Governance and              
Opportunities Development Policy Loan (DPL). 

In addition to providing recent university graduates with employment activities for up            
to 12 months, it offers them 5 other services: coaching, vocational training, life skills              
training, retraining, and on-the-job training.46 
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Topic B: The hindering effect of sanctions on        
economic development 
Introduction to the topic 

In the 21st century, the interdependence of international society is practically total. Countries             
resort to war less often than before because they now have to pay a higher price. Instead,                 
economic sanctions are used to punish governments that choose not to abide by international              
rules. This means of coercion is often preferred because the punisher can hide behind the               
international community and avoid diplomatic backlash with the sanctioned country, since it            
wasn’t his idea, but a United Nations resolution who put them in place.  
 
Despite the generally favorable opinion that sanctions are a good solution and the ease with               
which they are imposed nowadays, it can be argued that the effect of punishing an economy                
is unbearably negative for any modern society. The deprivation of resources and trade options              
often does more harm than good, and in some cases, those countries can never recover fully.                
Being a remora in the international community, unable to progress on your own and relying               
heavily on others, is a situation that no country can afford. 
 

Situation and the main issues 

Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations provides that the Security Council «may               
decide what measures not involving the use of armed force are to be employed to give effect                 
to its decisions, and it may call upon the Members of the United Nations to apply such                 
measures. These may include complete or partial interruption of economic relations and of             
rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio, and other means of communication, and the             
severance of diplomatic relations». 34 

As well as this, several other international organizations such as the European Union have              
clauses that contemplate the application of restrictive measures or sanctions as part of their              
Common Foreign and Security Policy .35 Because of this, sanctions are traditionally separated            
into three main blocks: United Nations Security Council sanctions, European Union sanctions            
and United States sanctions, because of this country’s keenness to punish rogue nations or              
individuals using this method.36 

UNSC sanctions and US sanctions 

The fact that United Nations sanctions are decided by the Security Council means two things:               
that five countries have veto power37 and that they, plus another rotating ten -a total of fifteen                 
countries-, decide for the whole United Nations.  
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However, as mentioned before, not all sanctions are imposed by the United Nations. The              
United States has its own list of punished nations and individuals and, in addition to these,                
the European Union sanctions often echo those already imposed by a Security Council             
resolution or being carried out by the United States, except in special cases that strongly               
affect Europe such as the conflict in Ukraine.38 

Even though in more than nine out of ten of the cases where sanctions are imposed there is a                   
political motivation behind, the only organ entitled to discuss the motivations and agree or              
disagree on their implementation is the Security Council, as specified in the Charter of the               
United Nations. Remember: the Economic and Social Committee will ignore the reasons and             
will thus only focus on their economic and social aspect and the hindering effect they have on                 
economic development. 

Effectiveness of sanctions 

Some authors have suggested that the reason sanctions are popular «is not that they are               
known to be effective, but that there is nothing else between words and military action if you                 
want to bring pressure upon a government ».39 However, to some extent, they are still words.               
Depending on how reliant the country is on foreign resources and trade, individual sanctions              
can ultimately have no real effect as a pressure tool. 

An example worth analyzing is South Africa during apartheid. The first sanctions against this              
segregationist policy were passed in 1962 and a voluntary arms embargo was put in place in                
1963.40 Despite an increasing number of sanctions, the disapproval of the vast majority of              
states in the world and its progressive isolation (including an arms embargo in 197741 and an                
oil embargo in 198742), South Africa did not effectively terminate apartheid until 1993, thirty              
years after the first sanctions were imposed, and these could not avoid the worst effects of                
apartheid on the black population of South Africa. 

The resort to illegality 

Sanctions have a limited reach outside the entity that imposes them, because United States              
and European Union sanctions do not force other countries to adopt the same punishment.              
Even the reach of the Security Council is limited because it cannot control entities acting               
outside the legal framework of the United Nations: non-state actors, individuals and terrorist             
organizations. 

Transactions that happen with these entities mean that the sanctioned seller gets an alternative              
buyer, and thus an alternative source of financing. As well as rendering sanctions against the               
seller technically useless, the money obtained from such sales often finances terrorist            
organizations. The Islamic State of Iraq and Levant (Daesh) reportedly makes $50 million a              
month from oil sales43, which are technically forbidden by the United Nations. The use of               
sanctions backfires and it helps a worse evil than the one they are meant to prevent. 
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Adverse effects for both sides 

Sanctions are a double-edged sword: because of the high economic interdependence in            
today’s world, severe blows to the economy of other countries has a hindering butterfly effect               
result in the punisher’s own economy. 

 
Source: George Washington University libraries 

In the image above you can see the effects that EU and USA sanctions imposed on Russia                 
have on their own economies, since the latter is a very important trade partner for both.  

 

Legal basis and useful readings 

● Chapter X of the Charter of the United Nations44 
 

● EU restrictive measures factsheet45 
 

● Sanctions Program and Country Information of the United States Department of           
Treasury46 
These three documents explain the alternatives to the sending of armed forces to             
another territory and a formal declaration of war, and also define sanctions. The             
Charter of the United Nations provided the basic legal framework for the imposition             
of sanctions in a more neutral, formal way of writing, while the European Union and               
the United States documents outline sanctions from the point of view of an entity              
harming or posing a threat to them specifically. 
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● Yale Law School paper on sanctions and international law47 

This document, which focuses on the context of the Cuban embargo, provides insight             
on the relation between sanctions and international law and answers questions posed            
by an audience (questions that you might also have). It was written by Yale Law               
School, one of the most prestigious universities in the world. 
 

● Chaillot Paper nº129 – How EU sanctions work: A new narrative 48 
Apart from outlining the legal basis of sanctions in the framework of the EU, this               
document gives examples of EU sanctions and analyses their long-term effectiveness           
and consequences, as well as explores the possible improvements that can be made to              
EU sanctions. 

 

Initiatives to tackle the issue until the present date 

Sorry, we cannot help you: nobody has ever discussed the negative impact of sanctions on a                
public, official debate. The aim of this topic is for you to take it wherever you want and                  
debate about the aspects that you think are more relevant to your country. There is no right or                  
wrong, or more or less important, so feel free to tackle the discussion from the perspective                
that you want. 

However, there are some United Nations-related initiatives that you could read to give you a               
general idea on what has been said about the negative impact of sanctions. One of these                
documents is called The Adverse Consequences of Economic Sanctions, also called The            
Bossyut Report49 because of his author, Mark Bossyut, a working paper that reviews             
sanctions on a negative light. 

 

Guiding questions  
Youth exclusion has enormous costs for Middle Eastern societies, measured in terms of             
depletion of human and social capital. As pointed out in the Middle East Youth Initiative's               
working paper on The Costs of Youth Exclusion in the Middle East 32, «quantifying such costs               
is extremely important for making a case for investing in youth as an economically sound               
approach for Middle Eastern governments to take .»  

However, youth exclusion is not a problem affecting only this region; important lessons can              
thus be learned from foreign approaches. By way of example, there are many «lessons Middle               
Eastern countries can draw from European youth inclusion policie s , which may help guide             
the development of programs in MENA countries aimed at reducing youth disadvantage »33,            
namely in the provision of outlets for ambitions that go beyond work and marriage, are not                
limited to religious and military activities, and occupy young people constructively. 
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Annex 1 to the concept note of the ECOSOC Youth Forum 2016's Regional Breakout Session               
- Arab Region (below) provides a «Summary of the Key Areas and Priorities for Responding               
to the Specific Needs of Adolescents and Young People in the MENA Region », which              
highlights the main priorities regarding youth inclusion in the Middle East and North Africa. 

The main questions to be answered are the following: 
● How can youth be included in the development process? 
● What are the policies and reforms governments in the region need to bring about to               

accomplish this? 
● How can the biggest issues facing youth be effectively tackled? 
● What is the role of the international community in fostering youth inclusion in the              

Middle East and North Africa? 
● Are the current development practices suitable to solve this issue? 
● How can the work of the UN be better directed towards solving this problem? 

When talking about sanctions, the question that will always be present during the debate is               
whether sanctions are an efficient means of coercion , split into various subtopics: 

● Are there any measures other than sanctions that could be implemented? 
● Do the short-term pros of sanctioning outweigh the long-term cons? 
● In today’s interdependent society, are sanctions worth it for the one who imposes             

them? 
● Who are the main proponents of sanctions? Is it a specific regional group? 
● How many sanctions can be imposed on a country before they lose its real efficacy               

and it is considered to be done just for show? 
● Similarly, how many sanctions can be imposed before all sectors of the economy of a               

specific country are so heavily harmed that it becomes stagnated and effectively            
isolated? 

● Should countries that disobey UNSC-imposed sanctions against others (and thus help           
them when they should not) be sanctioned for breaking the international agreement? 

 

Optional further reading  
OECD Directorate for Public Governance and Territorial Development. Youth in the MENA            
Region: how to bring them in. OECD, Washington, DC, 2015. Available at: .             
http://www.oecd.org/mena/governance/Youth-in-the-MENA-region.pdf 

United Nations Inter-Agency Technical Task Team on Young People (UN IATTTYP).           
Regional Framework of Joint Strategic Actions for Young People in the Arab States/MENA             
Region.  United Nations, New York, 2016. Available at: 
https://undg.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Regional_Framework_JSA_Final_March2015.
pdf 
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United Nations Security Council. Consolidated United Nations Security Council Sanctions          
List.  Online. Available at: https://www.un.org/sc/suborg/en/sanctions/un-sc-consolidated-list 

You should also be familiar with the following sanctions: 
● the United States embargo against Cuba, Iran and North Korea 
● the United Nations Security Council sanctions against South Africa condemning          

apartheid 
● the European Union sanctions against Russia condemning the invasion and          

annexation of Crimea 
● the United Nations Security Council sanctions against Libya 
● the United Nations Security Council sanctions against Daesh and Al Qaida 

Bear in mind that ECOSOC is not in charge of the political motivations behind sanctions and                
that you should focus on the economic implications of the sanctions mentioned above 
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